
 

 
 

 
 

Meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
To be held on Tuesday 5 June 2018 

1.15pm at Yoredale, Bainbridge 
 
 
 
 
Meeting to commence at 1.15pm 
 

1. Welcome and introductions 

2. Apologies 

3. Approval of minutes, and matters arising (not on the agenda) 

4. Public Question time – three minutes per speaker (those wishing to speak 

should make themselves known to the Secretary at the start of the meeting 

or in advance of the meeting)  

5. Future Forum Meetings 

- Agenda Items 

- Dates  

6. Report back from Advisory Groups 

7. Annual Rights of Way Maintenance Report 

8. Rights of Way Maintenance Plan 2019-24 

9. Large Scale Events Monitoring Report 

10. Disabled Access at Kirkby Stephen Railway Station 

11. Officer’s Report (items for note and consideration by Forum Members) 

12. Update on members’ activities (brief reports of activities relating to the 
Forum) 



 
 
 

Yorkshire Dales Local Access Forum 
Tuesday 30 January 2018 

Yoredale, Bainbridge 
 
 

Present: Jon Beavan (JB), Peter Charlesworth (PC), Nick Cotton, (NC),  
Heather Hodgson (HH), Ken Humphris (KH), Alex Law (AL), Stuart Monk (SM),  
Debbie North (DN), Malcolm Petyt (MP), Jonathan Smith (JS), Richard Toon (RT). 
 
YDNPA Officers present: Kathryn Beardmore (KB), Rachel Briggs (RB),  
Julie Payne (JP) 
 
Also present: Heather Procter (HP), Pennine National Trails 
 
The meeting started at 1.15pm. 
 
1. Election of Chair 
 
KB explained the election procedure and asked for nominations. Peter Charlesworth 
was nominated unopposed and was duly elected, unanimously.  
 
Peter Charlesworth in the Chair. 
 
2. Election of Vice Chair 
 
Malcolm Petyt was nominated unopposed and was duly elected, unanimously. 
 
3. Welcome 
 
PC welcomed new members to the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum, namely Heather 
Hodgson and Barbara Gravenor, and explained the workings of the group. 
 
4. Apologies 
 
Apologies were received from Barbara Gravenor, Jerry Pearlman and  
John Richardson. 
 
5. Approval of Minutes  
 
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as a true record of the 
meeting. 
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Matters arising from the minutes 
 
Shooting and shooting syndicates 
KB’s suggestion that a site visit to a shooting estate be arranged met with the 
group’s approval.  
 
RB to arrange a site visit to a shooting estate. 
 
 
6.  Question Time 
 
There were no public questions. 
 
 
7. Future Forum Meetings 
 
Dates of meetings 
 
Meetings of the YDAF for 2018 will be: 
 
Tuesday 5 June 2018, 1.15pm at Yoredale, Bainbridge 
Tuesday 2 October 2018, 1.15pm at Yoredale, Bainbridge 
 
Suggested agenda items for future meetings of the YDAF 

 
Agenda Item First suggested? Suggested by 

whom? 
Agenda 

Drones 7 February 2017   
Shooting and 
shooting syndicates 

7 February 2017 Jon Beavan 
 

To be taken 
forward as a 
site visit 

Large organised 
events 

7 February 2017 Alex Law June 2018 

Countryside Code 20 June 2017 Neil Heseltine  
Access on the Settle 
Carlisle railway line 

30 January 2018 Debbie North June 2018 

 
DN raised the issue of accessibility of railway stations along the Settle Carlisle line; 
she is currently having discussions about this with Rory Stewart.  
This item to go on the agenda for the next meeting of the LAF in June 2018. 
 
 
8. Review of nominated LAF members on groups linked to the Forum 
 
RB explained the set up of the groups and the representation of each. HH 
volunteered to go on the Cave & Crag Access Advisory Group. 
 
HH to join the Cave & Crag Access Advisory Group. 
It was confirmed that the membership of all other groups would remain the 
same. 
 
9. Report back from Advisory Groups 
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No meetings had been held since the last meeting. 
 
 
10. Pennine National Trails 
 
HP gave an informative and interesting presentation on the work of the Pennine 
National Trails partnership, and answered questions from the group on this. 
 
 
11. Update on National Park Management Plan 
 
The working group had produced a list of 10 objectives to go forward for 
amalgamation and editing alongside those proposed by other drafting groups.  A 
paper would go to the next meeting on the NPMP Steering Group. KB thanked the 
group for their work and explained that the say on the final objectives was with the 
Steering Group.  It was unlikely that all of the 10 objectives would be adopted but 
that the LAF would have an opportunity to comment again when the draft Plan 
comes back, for formal consultation, in due course. 
 
 
12. Waymarking 
 
The group discussed MP’s paper at length and a range of opinions on the necessity 
for, suitability, size and location of way markers was expressed. There was a lack of 
overall consensus on the proposals in the paper, but there was agreement on: 
  

• extending specially signed and promoted routes from Authority car parks; 
• better waymarking close to buildings and in farmsteads where users take 

great care to avoid going wrong and the right of way can be difficult to find,  
• better signage where rights of way are temporarily diverted. 

 
KB informed the group that the Authority would be reviewing its ‘Special Qualities; 
Special Experiences’ publication from April this year and she would take forward as 
part of the the review, comments made by the LAF: 
 
 
KB to produce a draft for the review of ‘Special Qualities; Special Experiences’ 
expressing the views of the LAF on waymarking.  
 
 
13. Officers Report 
 
RB welcomed back the 4 members who had re-joined the LAF for a further 4 years: 
Jon Beavan, Alex Law, Jerry Pearlman and John Richardson. 
 
She explained that at the Authority’s December meeting it had been agreed to 
reduce the number of LAF members to 14. 
 
 
 
14.  Update on Members’ activities/other items 
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NH stressed that the problem of dogs off leads on farmland and in public places was 
growing, with owners becoming hostile and aggressive if challenged. HH and AL 
concurred with this view. 
NH suggested using the Authority’s social media channels to highlight the problem 
and emphasise all aspects of the Countryside Code. Could a future issue of ‘Dales’ 
also be used to draw the attention of local residents to the problem, as it was felt that  
residents as well as visitors were at fault? 
AL mentioned that Cumbria Police had some very good signs to highlight this 
problem. 
MP was pleased to see that work on Fisherman’s Bridge has been completed and 
felt that the work had been an excellent example of Cumbria County Council and 
Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority working in co-operation with each other. 
RT said that further reductions in funding in Lancashire meant that the conditions of 
RoW in that area, outside of the National Park, were becoming deplorable. 
NC stated that he was working closely with Steve Hastie on repairs to the riverside 
path along the Lune at Kirkby Lonsdale. 
JB said that there had been some good negotiations with a number of estates in the 
Dales on cave access and everyone was broadly in agreement, so was hopefully 
that real progress had been made on improving access. 
 
 
The meeting closed at 3.55pm 
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Item No. 6 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 5 June 2018 
 

Report Back from Yorkshire Dales Advisory Groups 
 
 
Advisory Group Meetings 
 
At the May 2007 meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum, a paper was 
presented on the establishment of advisory groups to look at individual recreational 
activities.  The remit of these groups is to: 
 

• exchange information, and provide a formal mechanism for communication 
and raising issues of concern amongst users, the YDAF, and other interests; 

• advise on the management of specific matters. 
 
The following arrangements have been made for the meetings of the groups: 
 
 
Access on Foot Advisory Group  
 
The last meeting of the Access on Foot Advisory Group was 10 March 2018.  The 
next meeting of the Access on Foot Advisory Group has yet to be confirmed. 
 
 
Access for All Advisory Group  
 
The last meeting of the Access for all Advisory Group was on 16 February 2017.  
The next meeting of the Access for All Advisory Group has yet to be confirmed. 
 
 
Bridleways and Restricted Byways Advisory Group 
 
The last meeting of the Bridleways and Restricted Byways Advisory Group was on 9 
May 2018.  The minutes can be seen in appendix 1.  The next meeting of the 
Bridleways and Restricted Byways Advisory Group has yet to be confirmed. 
 
 
Cave and Crag Access Advisory Group 
 
The last meeting of the Cave and Crag Advisory Group was on 23 May 2018.  The 
next meeting of the Cave and Crag Access Advisory Group has yet to be confirmed. 
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Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group 
 
The last meeting of the Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group was 8 
February 2018.  The minutes can be seen in appendix 2. The next meeting of the 
Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group has yet to be confirmed. 
 
 
Air Sports Advisory Group 
 
The next meeting of the Air Sports Advisory Group will convene when a matter 
arises. 
 
 
Water Sports Advisory Group 
 
The next meeting of the Water Sports Advisory Group will convene when a matter 
arises. 
 
 
 
 
 
Rachel Briggs 
Access and Recreation Officer 
May 2018 
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Minutes of Meeting of 

Bridleways and Restricted Byways Advisory Group 
Held on Wednesday 9 May 2018  

Yoredale, Bainbridge 
 
 

Present: 
Alex Law (AL) - Chair  Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
Ken Humphris (KH)   Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
Ken Miller (KM)   British Horse Society 
Stuart Price (SP)   Dales Mountain Biking 
David Calvert (DC)   Carriage driver 
Jean Calvert (JC)   Carriage driver 
Mark Allum (MA)   Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority  
Rachel Briggs (RB)   Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
 
 
1. Welcome and Apologies 
 
Apologies were received from Nick Cotton (NC).  AL confirmed that Jane Baker 
would no longer be attending the meetings. 
 
 
2. Approval of the Minutes 
 
Item 5: The third paragraph should read ‘Members questioned the number of 
shooting tracks appearing in Swaledale’. 
 
The minutes were approved. 
 
 
3. Planned projects 2018/19 
 
RB informed members of the main bridleway projects for 2018/19.   
 
SP suggested some work could be done on the bridleway at Fell End (from the NP 
boundary to Storthwaite Hall) where it is getting wet. 
 
AL thought the bridleway at Hegg’s House was getting a bit narrow and could do with 
some minor work. 
 
RB asked members of the group to send any more suggestions to her. 
 
Any suggestions for works to be sent to Rachel Briggs 
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4. Swale Trail 
 
Work on the Swale Trail is almost finished wish some minor work still to be done on 
the first section.   
 
There was a successful launch event on 29 April which was well attended by local 
businesses, residents and children.  There is to be a promotion and publicity push 
now. 
 
SP and MA both confirmed that the route is already being used heavily by all sorts of 
people (hand cycles, families, locals). 
 
SP wished to acknowledge the work on the ground by Michael Briggs, Area Ranger 
for Swaledale.  The work has been carried out sympathetically and to an amazing 
standard and the feedback has been fantastic.   
 
KM said a similar route in Wensleydale should be next on the list.  He suggested 
Castle Bolton to Askrigg. 
 
 
5. Westmorland Dales 
 
MA gave some background to the group about the Westmorland Dales Landscape 
Partnership.  The area covered is within the extended area of the National Park and 
access elements of the project include: 

• General work to bring the PROW up to the same standard as the rest of the 
National Park. 

• To extend the Pennine Bridleway from Wild Boar Fell northwards. 
 
SP asked if there had been a consideration to link the Pennine Bridleway with the 
Coast to Coast mountain bike route.  MA said that this was being looked into. 
 
 
6. Any other business 
 
KM told members that work had been done to improve the metal box drains that 
have been put in on some bridleways.  An insert has been developed by YDNPA and 
this has been adopted by some of the large estates. 
 
 
7. Date of next meeting 

 
The next meeting will be in 2019.  RB will send a date round nearer the time. 
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Yorkshire Dales Green Lanes Advisory Group Meeting 
8 February 2018 

The Victoria Centre, Settle 
 

Notes of Meeting 
Present: 
 
Chair: 
Nick Cotton, (YDNPA Recreation Management Member Champion) 
 
Members present: 
Nathan Yeo (4x4 users) 
Stuart Monk (TRF & LAF) 
Mark Dale (4x4 users) 
Neil Heseltine (Farmer) 
Malcolm Petyt (Walker, cyclist & LAF) 
 
Officers in attendance: 
Kathryn Beardmore (YDNPA) 
David Gibson (CCC) 
Mark Allum (YDNPA) 
 
Apologies: 
Ken Miller (equestrian) 
Jon Beavan (Businessman & LAF) 
 
 
1. Welcome and apologies 

 
NC welcomed everyone to the meeting 
 
 
2. Notes of previous meeting and matters arising 

 
Lickber Lane. Some remedial works have taken place. No action has been taken to 
clear Sleights Lane by NYCC. 
 
Deadmans Hill. NY raised Deadmans Hill. The repairs carried out through the zig 
zags appear to be holding up, but there is significant water damage below this on the 
section down to Lodge. GLASS and the TRF have offered support for repair works. 
 

 
3. Annual green lanes report 

 
The annual report was reviewed. Members noted that a number of routes showed an 
increase in use by motor vehicles, but that there is no indication as to whether this is 
a trend or a one off occurrence at present. 
 
Long Lane (Helwith Bridge). MP queried whether the management of this route 
had been reviewed. KB stated that we continue to monitor the route, but it has high 
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levels of agricultural use and the presence of the nearby quarries reduces the 
tranquillity of the setting. 
 
Map of the routes. The inclusion of the map of routes is welcome, but some of the 
colours do not stand out sufficiently. 
 
Action: MA to revise the map to improve clarity 
 
 
4. Repairs and maintenance 

 
MA updated the group. In 2017/18 repair works have, or are planned, to take place 
on: 
• Marsett Bottoms (U230). Some revetment work and restoring track where surface 

has been washed into field. 
• Dawson Close (U8836). Repair to a number of culverts. 
• Widdale Foot (U169). Top section will have improved drainage through digger 

work. No surfacing to take place. Some revetment repair by Widdale Beck. 
• West Burton to Witton Steeps (U1052). Filling of deep areas of standing water. 
 
These projects on unsurfaced unclassified roads are being funded by NYCC. 
 
 
5. Management of the use of green lanes (unsealed routes) – review of 

Framework 
 

MA outlined the consultation that had taken place for the 5 year review of the policy 
document. Limited responses had been received to the written consultation.  
Although there was interest from parish councils in the area and as a consequence a 
presentation had been given to the West Parish Forum – an open meeting for all 
parishes in the Cumbria part of the National Park. 
 
Where possible the suggestions made through the written consultation have been 
incorporated into the document. 
 
There was discussion around the phrasing of the section on disabled users 
accessing the routes. For the purpose of managing the routes, people with 
disabilities who wish to access them by 4x4 are treated exactly the same as any 
other 4x4 user. The YDNPA are not proposing to alter this stance as the impact of 
the 4x4 is the same regardless of the driver or passenger. 
 
Action: MA to finalise report to go to National Park Authority members for the 
March or June meeting depending on agenda items. 
 
 
6. Green lanes in the extension area 

 
Waitby BOAT and UUR 
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The initial assessment report was presented. The main points are: 
• These are good condition stone based tracks; 
• The BOAT is 1.3km long and the UUR 0.5km long; 
• Limited views from the routes; 
• Designated heritage and ecological sites adjacent and close to the routes; 
• Average number of motor vehicles per month is 41, consisting of 22 4x4 type 

vehicles, 8 motorcycles and 11 unspecified vehicles. A considerable proportion of 
this is agricultural in nature. 

 
A number of members of the group had been on these routes in the winter months 
and reported that there are large areas of deep standing water which had drained on 
to the route from adjacent fields. However, there was no obvious way of improving 
this situation, because there was no where esle for the water to go.   
 
The consensus of the group was: 
• These routes should be removed from the list of sensitive routes 
• Monitoring of the Waitby BOAT to continue through the annual Parish Path 

Survey 
  
Action: logger to be removed 
 
 
The Highway (north) – The Thrang to Hell Gill Bridge 
 
The initial assessment report was presented. The main points are: 
• This is a 3.8km BOAT which is part of a longer BOAT through to Cotter End. The 

section south of Hell Gill Bridge is restricted by a traffic regulation order, but 
another BOAT links down to Shaw Paddock; 

• Far reaching views in a tranquil and dramatic setting; 
• First section of route is a stone track, followed by a vegetation surface along a 

limestone escarpment; 
• There are twin wheel ruts along the vegetation surface; 
• Small SSSIs and limestone pavement order; 
• Average number of motor vehicles has been 84 per month, consisting of 38 4x4 

type vehicles, 36 motorcycles and 10 unspecified motor vehicles; 
• High proportion of recreational motor vehicles; 
• Part of the Pennine Bridleway and also used by Lady Anne’s Way and Pennine 

Journey long distance paths. 
 
MA updated the group that since the condition survey the stone track has suffered 
several areas of water damage. A repair has been costed and will include some rut 
filling on the top section. DG informed the group that CCC used to carry out  a 
drainage clear out on this route, annually – this may have been missed since 
YDNPA took over delegated responsibility for rights of way maintenance. 
 
Mallerstang Parish Council has expressed concern about this route, primarily they 
wanted to see some repair works carried out. 
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SM was surprised about the lack of agricultural vehicles and asked if they accessed 
in a way that meant they did not pass the logger. This is unknown at present. NH 
pointed out that the logger data does not cover a winter yet when agricultural use is 
more likely. 
 
The consensus of the group was: 
• Route to remain on the list of sensitive routes 
• Repair works to be carried out subject to funding 
• Full assessment report to next meeting 
 
Action: MA to inform Area Manager about annual drainage clearance 
 
Ravenstonedale Moor 
 
The initial assessment report was presented. The main points are: 
• This is a 3.3km BOAT running south of Sunbiggin Tarn; 
• Some traffic noise from A685 but strong elements of tranquillity; 
• Far reaching views; 
• Runs through Sunbiggin Tarn and Little Asby Scar SSSI; 
• Vegetation surface throughout, some of which is soft; 
• Areas of rutting; 
• Average number of motor vehicles per month is 18, consisting of 2 4x4 type 

vehicles, 11 motorcycles and 4 unspecified motor vehicles; 
• High proportion of recreational motor vehicles; 
• Part of the Coast to Coast route and Dales High Way; 
• History of management currently including voluntary restraint. 
 
NY stated that this route can be driven carefully, but conditions must be right. MP 
had walked the route recently and his observations were that motor vehicles had 
been on the route in poor conditions which had resulted in some damage. 
 
There was discussion about wording of the voluntary restraint sign, which left it up to 
the drivers discretion as to whether to ride the route.  The group felt the wording 
should be clearer – it shouldn’t be ridden. 
 
The consensus  of the group was: 
• Route to remain on list of sensitive routes 
• Voluntary restraint to be made clearer and users asked to extend to a complete 

winter closure 
• Signing of the voluntary restraint to be more prominent, and less ambiguous 
• Full assessment report to next meeting 
 
Action: SM to talk to Geoff Wilson and agree wording with MA. YDNPA logo 
can be included on the sign  
 
Bank Head 
 
The initial assessment report was presented. The main points are: 
• A 1.3km BOAT between Bank Head Farm and the B6260; 
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• Relatively tranquil; 
• No ecological or heritage designations crossed by the route; 
• Route is over limestone grassland and is braided with several used lines; 
• Average number of vehicles per month has been 36, consisting of 19 4x4 type 

vehicles, 4 motorcycles and 10 unspecified motor vehicles; 
• High proportion of agricultural motor vehicles. 
 
This was considered a well drained route which is unaffected by current levels of 
use. 
 
The consensus of the group was: 
• This route should be removed from the list of sensitive routes 
• Monitoring of the Bank Head BOAT to continue through the annual Parish Path 

Survey 
  
Action: logger to be removed 
 
 
7. Any other business 
The information for users of routes in the new National Park area was discussed and 
whether this should be on the CCC or YDNPA websites. It was felt that only one 
website should carry the information to ensure consistency.  It was agreed that CCC 
will point users to the YDNPA website for information. 
 
Action: MA to ensure relevant information is on the website. DG to remove 
information from CCC website and provide link to YDNPA website. 
 
 
8. Date and venue for next meeting. 
 
To be confirmed, but will be February 2019.  The Annual Report will be circulated to 
members in April/May 2018 and members can request an additional meeting if this is 
felt to be needed in the interim.  
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Item No.7  
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum –  5 June 2018 
Public Rights of Way Annual Report 2017/18 

 
 
Purpose of the report 
To receive comments from the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum (YDAF) on the Rights 
of Way Annual Report for the period April 2017 to March 2018, prior to submission to 
the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority. The covering proposed paper and 
annual report identifies progress made on public rights of way maintenance against 
our own targets under the delegation agreements. 
 
Recommendation 
YDAF Members to comment on the covering paper (Appendix 1) and Rights of Way 
Annual report (Appendix 2) before submission to the Authority. 
 
 
 
Alan Hulme 
Head of Park Management 
May 2018 
  



Appendix 1 
 
YORKSHIRE DALES NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY 

 
ITEM      

  
  
Date: 26 June 2018 
  

 
Report: PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY ANNUAL REPORT 2017/18 

 
 
Purpose of the report 
 
1. To provide Members’ with the opportunity to comment on the Rights of Way Annual 

Report for the period April 2017 to March 2018, prior to submission to Cumbria County 
Council (CCC) and North Yorkshire County Council (NYCC).   
 

Recommendations 
 

2. That the Rights of Way annual report in the Appendix is submitted to CCC and NYCC, 
subject to any comments from Members at the Authority meeting. 

 
 
Strategic Planning Framework 
 
3. The information and recommendation(s) contained in this report are consistent with the 

Authority’s statutory purposes and its approved strategic planning framework: 
 

• Corporate Plan Objective 
Manage and improve the network of public rights of way so that: 
a) at least 90% are ‘easy to use’ by members of the public even though they may not 

follow the definitive line. 
 
 
Background 
 
4. The Authority has responsibility for rights of way maintenance functions, delegated 

from CCC and NYCC, because a well managed rights of way network is important for 
delivery of the National Park Authority’s statutory purposes.  Many people use the 
rights of way network to enjoy the special qualities of the area.  A network that can be 
used with confidence is beneficial to visitors, land managers and residents alike.   

 
5. As part of the rights of way delegation agreements the Authority is required to submit a 

report to the county councils each year.  The Rights of Way Annual Report (see 
Appendix) explains what the Authority has delivered during 2017/18, under our 
delegated powers, and highlights achievements and progress against the delegation 
agreement and our own targets.  It should be noted that this report now covers the 
entire National Park, following the designation of the extension area 1st August 2016. 

 



6. During 2016/17 discussions with CCC and Lancashire County Council (LCC) took 
place regarding maintenance for the additional rights of way in the new areas of 
Cumbria and Lancashire now in the National Park.  A revised delegation agreement 
between CCC and the authority has now been signed (April 2017) and LCCs is 
expected very soon.   

 
Objectives and Actions 
 
Corporate Plan target  
 
7. The Authority’s objective for Rights of Way maintenance currently is:  

• Maintain and promote the network of public rights of way so that, on average, 90% 
are ‘easy to use’ by members of the public (by 2018).  

In considering this report Members should note the ‘ease of use’ result for 2017/18 was 
82% for the national park (and  85% for the old national park).  

 
8. This year’s result, while disappointing, is not altogether surprising.  The ‘ease of use’ 

indicator measures a 5% random sample of rights of way across the network and 
includes for the first time public routes in the new extension area. These routes have 
not been taken into account when the National Park Management Plan target was set 
in 2013. In addition, a significant length 5.8km of Public Bridleway failed in Swaledale 
due to being obstructed by a landslide.   
 

9. This years ‘ease of use’ survey also supports our observations from last year that 
previous performance would not remain static and that there would be significant 
changes in results with the inclusion of the new Cumbria and Lancashire areas with an 
expected decrease in the overall figure.   

 
10. This years result gives an overall ’ease of use’ figure for the national park of 82%. 

There is however good news as our initial ‘ease of use’ survey of the additional 478km 
conducted prior to the extension indicated a figure of 67%. After this years survey it is 
indicating 72% for the new area. This may be due to the random nature of the sample 
or that we are already starting to make an impact on improving routes in the new area. 
Most likely the 5% improvement is a result of the combination of both of the two factors.  

 
11. Based on the current resources available and the additional £150k secured from CCC 

as part of the new delegation agreement we will aim to have the ‘ease of use’ figure for 
the National Park back up to 90% in 5 year’s time.   

 
12. To help achieve this we have restructured the ranger service to take account of the 

new, larger, Cumbrian and Lancashire areas of the national Park. This has created 
parity across the park to those levels of staff resource for Public Rights of Way prior to 
the extension.    
 

 
Pennine National Trails Partnership 

 



13. The Authority continues to perform the ‘lead partner’ role for management of the 
Pennine National Trails Partnership, which oversees the management of the Pennine 
Way and Pennine Bridleway.  Functions of the lead partner include to: 
 
• Accept the grant offer from Natural England and claim and receive payments;  
• Have an oversight of delivery and report to Natural England about how our financial 

support has been used by the Partnership and what has been achieved; 
• Ensure that partners have the opportunity to participate in the management and 

development of the maintenance of the trails.  
 

14. During the past year that the Authority has performed this role the partnership has 
worked well and has: 
 
• Met on 2 occasions between April 2017 to Mar 2018; 
• Distributed 22 grants totalling £343,298k to 9 different partner bodies; 
• Collated a total of £207,498 k (38%, where Natural England expect a minimum of 

25%) in match funding;  
• Secured an additional grant of £32,758 k from Natural England for a further 4 

projects to improve the trails. 
 
 

Volunteers 
 
15. During the last year the three Dales Volunteers Area Teams have now been working in 

line with the three area Ranger Teams (Western Dales, Northern Dales and Southern 
Dales). Volunteers continue to assist with both practical works (1,361volunteer days), 
and the surveying of the Public Rights of Way network (489volunteer days) over the 
last year.  This included: 
 
• Conducting both ‘ease of use surveys and Parish Path surveys of the entire  

network of the National Park; 
• A  visual inspection and report on each bridge in the National Park;  
• Inputting all survey information into Authority’s IT database; 

 
16. For 2017/18, in relation to rights of way work, the Authority provided days of 

volunteering. This equates to approximately 9 full time equivalent members of staff.  
 
Funding 
 
17. The Public Rights of Way programme continues to provide opportunities to tap into 

income streams to resource this area of work.  During 2017/18 the Authority was 
successful in bringing in £443,184k of external funding and in-kind contributions (see 
Appendix for further details). In addition, we have already identified a number of 
opportunities for securing funding for works in 2018/19. 

 
 
Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
 



18. Ahead of consideration by Members a draft of this report has been considered by the 
Yorkshire Dales Access Forum (YDAF) at their meeting on 5 June 2018 – in their role 
as statutory advisor to the Authority on opportunities for open-air recreation.  Their 
comments will be given in an oral update at the Authority meeting.  

 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
19. Rights of way maintenance and volunteering continue to make an important 

contribution to the work of the Authority.  The Authority helps farmers and landowners 
maintain their stiles and gates, whilst users of the network (both visitors and residents) 
have certainty about where they can go, and have an enjoyable experience of the area.  
Businesses benefit because access to the area’s special qualities, through the rights of 
way network, underpins the visitor economy.  
 

20. In 2017/18 a further 478km (463km CCC and 15km LCC) was added to the rights of 
way making a total of 2,623km of Public Rights of Way in the National Park. We are 
already seeing the benefits from the Authority managing the new network with an 
increase in ‘ease of use’ results by 5%. This type of level of improvement will need to 
continue over the next 5 years to reach the proposed National Park Management Plan 
target of 90% by 2023. 

 
21. The importance placed on rights of way maintenance is often cited as one of the 

advantages of being in a National Park.  Whilst all National Park Authorities undertake 
this work, to a greater or lesser extent, we strive to ensure the Yorkshire Dales National 
Park has one of the best maintained rights of way networks in the country as befits the 
priority given to it by Members. This work is undertaken on behalf of the County 
Councils who retain the statutory responsibility. 

 
Alan Hulme  
Head of Ranger Service      
 
Background documents 
None 
9 May 2018 
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Introduction 
 
1. For the period of this report, April 2017 to March 2018, the Yorkshire Dales National 

Park Authority (the Authority) had delegated Highway Authority responsibilities for 
2,608km of Public Rights of Way (footpaths, bridleways, byways open to all traffic, and 
restricted byways) within the ‘old’ National Park area.  The current Delegation 
Agreements are with North Yorkshire County Council (1898km) and Cumbria County 
Council (710km).  There are a further 15km of Public Rights of Way in the Lancashire 
area of the national park but are not currently under a delegation agreement. 

 
2. These Delegation Agreements cover a broad range of functions that allow for the 

management of public paths on the ground.  These functions can be summarised as:  
 

• Signposting of public paths 
• The maintenance and improvement of public paths 
• The maintenance of river crossings  
• Traffic Regulation Orders and Temporary Closure Orders 
• Enforcement and protection of public rights. 

 
3. The Authority has taken on these responsibilities because it recognises that a well-

maintained rights of way network is fundamental to the achievement of its statutory 
purposes, particularly its second purpose - promoting the understanding and enjoyment 
of the special qualities of the National Park.  

  
About this Report 
 
4. This report identifies the key achievements for the year 2017/18.  Then it goes on to 

considers, in detail, the Authority’s corporate actions and targets and progress relating 
to the following areas of work: 

• General maintenance 
• River crossings 
• Major projects 
• Path Orders and Definitive Map 
• Pennine National Trails Partnership Management 

 
Key Achievements 2017/18 
 
Public Rights of Way Maintenance 
 
5. During 2016/17 the following maintenance work was undertaken: 
 

• 857 improvements to public rights of way infrastructure: stiles, gates and signposts; 
• 72 river crossings maintained or replaced ( 71 bridges and 1 set stepping stones); 
• 6km of engineered paths maintained (including Pennine Bridleway or Pennine Way 

works); 
• 6.2km of new engineered paths created (including works along the Swale Trail). 

 
 



6. A total of £443,184  of external funding was secured for rights of way projects including 
£ 75,000 of contributions in kind as follows: 
    
     Value  Description 

£153,763 Swale Trail (LEADER, Richmondshire DC and Natural England); 
£  60,389 National Trails Partnership Manager and Lead Role; 
£  48,578 Pennine Way;  
£  23,317 Pennine Bridleway;  
£  25,294 Three Peaks Project (Friends Scheme, Merchandise and Donations); 
£    3,761 various income from Path Orders 
£  11,484 Nidderdale (delivering HLF PRoW project in AONB) 
£  12,985 Fisherman’s Bridge various 
£    3,370 Various Bridges Western Dales Friends of the Lake District 
£    1,461       Various Works Northern Dales 
£       950    Various works Southern Dales 
£       782 Path Orders 
£       500       Smithy Bridge Dales Way Association 
£         50    Lady Anne’s Way Private 
 
£  17,000       Unsurfaced Unclassified Country Roads NYCC 
£    2,500 Trail Rider Fellowship 
£    2,000 Green Lanes Alliance  

 
Contributions in kind: 
 
Value  Description 
£ 15,000 Stone Flags Network Rail; 
£ 60,000        Fisherman’s Bridge structure and works CCC  

 
Pennine Way 
 
7. Total funding secured for the Pennine Way, for 2017/18, was £59,408:   
 

• £28,328 for Pennine Way Ranger post, including general maintenance works to 
stiles, gates and river crossings; 

• £20,250 for works on Pen Y Ghent summit. 
 
Pennine Bridleway 
 
8. Total funding secured for the Pennine Bridleway, for 2017/18, was £23,317: 

 
• £22,281 for Pennine Bridleway Officer post including general maintenance works to 

stiles, gates and river crossings. 
• £1,036 for surfacing repairs Settle Loop 

 
 
Pennine National Trails Partnership 
 
9. During 2017/18, the Authority was the Lead Partner for the Pennine National Trails 

partnership and will continue performing the role for the foreseeable future.   



 
10. Functions of the Lead Partner include to: 

• Accept the grant offer from Natural England and claim and receive payments;  
• Have an oversight of delivery and report to Natural England about how our financial 

support has been used by the Partnerships and what has been; achieved 
• Ensure that partners have the opportunity to participate in the management and 

development of the maintenance of the trails. 

  
11. Over the last year the Authority through the partnership has: 

• Met on 2 occasions between April 2016 to March 2017; 
• Distributed 22 grants totalling  £343,298  to 9 different partner bodies; 
• Collated a total of £207,498  (38%), where Natural England expect a minimum of 

25%) in match funding;  
• Secured an additional grant of £32,758 from Natural England for a further 4 projects 

to improve the Trail. 

The Authority received £55,389 for the Partnership Manager and £15,000 in relation to 
acting as Lead Partner and hosting of the Partnership Manager. 

 
Three Peaks 
 
12. During 2017/18 implementation of the 3 Peaks Project included: 

 
• 1,000m resurfacing of Whitber Hill between Pen Y Ghent and Whernside, 
 

13. The numbers of Friends (386) and Corporate Members (115) have remained constant 
during the year.  The project brought in sufficient income to cover the cost of the Three 
Peaks Ranger plus funding for additional works: 
 
• £ 25,294 was raised to fund the 3 Peaks Project Ranger;  
• A second BMC ’Mend our Mountains’ Campaign was launched for a project on 

Whernside for 2018/19;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Path Orders and Definitive Map 
 

14. During 2017/18 progress has continued on Public Path Orders.  The following Orders 
were completed by the Authority: 

 
Public Path Orders: 
 

North Yorkshire Order Process Date 
Swaletrail, Reeth Diversion Order Completed 
Cumbria   
Kingfisher Mill, Killington Confirmed 2017/18 
   

 
Creation Agreements 
 

North Yorkshire Order Process Date 
Greenfield Bridleway Deed of Dedication Creation Completed 
Helwith Bridge Railhead Creation Agreement Consultation On-going 

 
Temporary and Emergency Closure Orders 
 

North Yorkshire Order Process Date 
Footpath Giggleswick collapsed wall Temp Closure Completed 
Hambledon Beck Bridge Dales Way for works Temp Closure Completed 
Priory Bridge Bolton abbey for works Temp Closure Completed 
Cumbria   
Sowerrmire Beck, Middleton  6month closure Completed 
Double Croft Lane Bridleway (closed to horses only) 6 month closure Active 
   

 
 
Corporate Plan 2017/18 
 
15. The National Park Authority’s Corporate Plan, 2017/18, sets out a programme of works 

and measures to assist in achieving the aims of the National Park Management Plan. 
Specific performance indicators were identified for 2017/18: 

 
 

Performance Indicators 13/14 
Actual 

14/15 
Actual 

15/16 
Actual 

16/17 
Actual 

17/18 
Target 

17/18 
Actual 

% of public rights of way that are 
signposted where they leave a 
metalled road 

98.2% 98.1% 98.2% 96.2% 97% 95% 
 

% of rights of way that are easy to use 
but may not follow the definitive line 
(old national park) 

92% 88% 88% 88% 90% 82% 
 
 

(85%) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
16. Specific Corporate Plan actions for 2017/18 were: 
 

Action  NYCC 
In the 
park 

CCC 
In the park 

Total Achieved 

Maintain at 97% the number of places where a right 
of way is signposted from a metalled road. 

 
96% 

 
93% 

 
95% 

 
No 

Carry out engineering works to 750m of eroded 
routes, including new surfacing at Long Ashes, 
Threshfield and Back Lane, Wharfe. 

 
6.2km 

 
 

 
6.2km 

 

 
Yes 

Repair 2.65km of previously engineered routes, 
including significant works on the Three Peaks route 
Whitber Hill, Hetton Common and Aysgarth Falls. 

 
5.9km 

 
0.040km 

 
5.94km 

 
Yes 

Lead the new Pennine Way and Pennine Bridleway 
National Trails Partnership and administer the grant 
system. 

    
Yes 

Carry out significant works to Hole House Bridge on 
the  Sedbergh/Firbank Parish boundary, and 
Waterfall Bridge, West Burton, and maintain 16 river 
crossings including the stepping stones at Brush 
House, Worton 

 
90% 

 
89% 

 
90% 

 
Yes 

Repair stiles and gates in areas highlighted through 
the parish path surveys to maintain the rights of way 
infrastructure so that 92% remain in condition 1. 

 
91% 

 
92% 

 
91% 

 
No 

Assist Cumbria County Council to replace 3 
Footbridges (at Maulds Meaburn, Great Asby, and 
Bowber Head), and repair the riverside path at 
Kirkby Lonsdale 

Bowber Head Bridge not 
completed postponed to 
18/19 

No 

Implement the Pennine Way maintenance plan 
2017/18 including the repair of 150m of previously 
engineered work on Pen-y-ghent summit 

Yes  150m Yes 

 
Performance Indicators by area 
 
17. The table below breaks down the performance indicators further.  The individual county 

figures are given in relation to the network of rights of way within each individual area. 
(Results are taken from the Yorkshire Dales Access Recording Database, rather than 
field survey, unless stated). 

 
 

Performance Indicator Target NYCC 
In the park 

CCC 
In the park 

LCC 
In the park 

YDNPA 

% of Rights of Way that are Easy to Use by 
members of the public (but may not follow 
the definitive line) (Field Survey)  

90% 84% 86% 26% 82% 

% of Rights of Way that are signposted 
where they leave a road 

97% 96% 93% 93% 95% 

% of infrastructure - stiles gates and signs 
in ‘condition 1’ 

92% 91% 92% 77% 92% 



% of River Crossings in ‘condition 1’ ( that 
is in good order and will last up to three 
years 

90% 90% 89% 100% 90% 

% of Rights of Way accessible for 
wheelchairs 
 

0.6%    0.7% 

% of rights of way that are accessible for 
people with limited ability 

170km 
8% 

   168km 
7.8% 

 
Resources  
 
18. In 2017/18 there were 8.2 full time equivalent (FTE) members of staff working on rights 

of way maintenance, and 1 Rights of Way Officer undertaking Path Orders.  The 
Authority’s rights of way maintenance budget was £134k.   
 

19. In addition, there were a further 2.4 FTE externally funded posts.  These were: 
 
Pennine Way Ranger 
The Authority received 75% funding from Natural England for the Pennine Way 
Ranger. 

 
Pennine Bridleway Project Officer (0.6 FTE) 
The Authority received 75% funding for their maintenance role. 

 
Three Peaks Ranger (0.8 FTE) 
The Three Peaks Ranger post. was funded through income and donations 
generated by the project during 2017/18 with £25,294 collected through the Friends 
and Corporate Members, Merchandise and Event Donations.  
 

20. The Authority also supports the: 
 

Dales Volunteers and other volunteers 
In total 1,850 days of practical work and 489 days of surveying were undertaken on 
the rights of way network, by Volunteers, this year.  This equates to approximately    
9 full time staff equivalents; this is a similar number of volunteer days to the 
previous year.  

 
Ease of Use results 

 
Target Maintain and promote the network of public rights of way so that, on average, 

90% are ‘easy to use’ by members of the public (by 2018). 
 
21. In 2013 the English National Park Authorities Joint Improvement Group (JIG) agreed to 

collect one indicator, across all the English National Parks.  The indicator for ‘Ease of 
Use’ for the English National Parks is: 

 
• % Percentage of rights of way that are ‘Easy to Use’ but may not follow the exact 

definitive line. 
 
22. Each year’s survey selects, randomly, a number of paths making up 5% of the overall 

network.  In total, approximately 121km were surveyed (84km NYCC, 32km CCC and 



5km LCC) in the National Park in 2017. The ‘Ease of Use’ figure is then calculated from 
the length of routes which pass the ‘Ease of Use’ definitions as agreed by the English 
National Parks Joint Improvement Group. 
 

2017 Ease of Use Results 
 

NYCC 
In the 
Park 

CCC 
In the 
Park 

LCC 
In the 
park 

YDNPA 

% Percentage of rights of way that are ‘Easy to 
Use’ but may not follow the exact definitive line 

84% 86% 26% 82% 

 
 
Signing 
 
Target. Maintain at 97% the proportion of public rights of way that are signposted 

where they leave a metalled road in 2017/18. 
 
23. The Access Recording System indicates that there were 2,904 places in the National 

Park requiring a signpost at the roadside.  There were 2,770 (95%) actually in situ with 
134 (5%) missing.  

 
24. During 2017/18, 131 directional signs were replaced or repaired where they leave 

metalled roads, indicating designation (footpath/bridleway), distance and destination. 
 
25. In addition, 77 signposts have been replaced or repaired indicting direction, distance or 

status along public rights of way in the National Park. 
 
 
Signposts from a Metalled Road  
 
Yorkshire Dales National Park Access Recording System 
 

 Total Present Missing % in situ 
YDNPA 2904 2770 134 95% 
NYCC 2066 1989 77 96% 
CCC 808 753 55 93% 
LCC 30 28 2 93% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
General Maintenance 
 
26. The following section provides a brief breakdown of the main areas of works carried 

out, during 2017/18, in relation to the maintenance of stiles, gates and signage along 
the rights of way network.   

 
Infrastructure 
 
 

                         
                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
River Crossings (includes bridges and stepping stones) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
Miles without Stiles (access for those with limited ability) 
 
27. During 2017/18 the Access for All programme became one where the Authority has 

said it will make ‘satisfactory’ rather than the ‘limited’ progress it had said previously.  
This still means for ‘miles without stiles’ routes it is important to secure additional 
funding through a partnership approach to achieve specific ‘limited mobility’ projects 
which are beyond routine maintenance. 
 

Type  Total improved 
2017/18 

Ladder Stile 19 
Timber Step Stile 62 
Stone Step Stile 79 
Stone Squeeze Stile 148 
Fieldgate > 5ft 128 
Handgate < 5ft 92 
Kissing Gate 10 
Boardwalk 13 
Signpost (directional on route) 78 
Waymarker post 48 
Information Sign  3 
Roadside Signpost Present 131 
Steps 18 
Culvert 28 

Total 857 

TYPE Cumbria CC NYCC YDNPA 

repair/replaced/ 
erected 

repair/replaced/ 
erected 

Total 
improved 

Total 
in park 

Bridges 16 55 71 916 
Stepping Stones  1 1 28 

Total   72 944 



28. Wherever an existing right of way is being maintained, every opportunity to replace 
difficult barriers with more accessible features will be considered, e.g. replacing a 
ladder stile with a gap or gate. The less remote a route, the more stringently this 
criterion will be applied. 
 

29. We will also continue to measure the two ‘access for all’ indicators against very strict 
criteria as laid out by Natural England and based on the Countryside Agency ‘Zone A’ 
national standard which is equivalent to BT Access for All Standard 3, that is routes 
designed for wheelchair use (1st indicator) rather than more challenging routes capable 
of being used by wheelchair users with strong pusher (2nd indicator).  
 

30. There are, however, possibilities to review both indicators due to the change in the 
programme and extension of the National Park, which provides further opportunities for 
those visitors with limited mobility.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Major Projects 
 
31. Under the Delegation Schemes the Authority has responsibility for the surface 

condition of rights of way. Each year projects are identified, by Rangers, for specific 
works which either improve ‘Ease of Use’ or enhance a route. The projects listed below 
are those with a capital expenditure greater than £1,000, and in most cases 
significantly more. 

 
Route Works Undertaken 

North Yorkshire County Council New Engineering Works 
Long Ashes Footpath, Threshfield 200m aggregate surfacing works 
Stinking Bank Bridleway, Feizor 500m aggregate surfacing works 
Swale Hall to Stubbins Farm, Grinton  1000m aggregate surfacing works 
Low Lane, Low Whita to Low Houses 2400 m aggregate surfacing works 
Haverdale to Gunnerside New Bridge 1130 m aggregate surface/drainage works 
Muker Parish nr Keld 85m engineered surfacing 
Swinner Gill C2C, Muker Parish 215m flagging  

560m of surface/drainage works 
FP 4 Muker Parish, Dirty Piece 110m  flagging 
Low Force Path (FP), Raydale 35m stone flag footpath surfacing 
 Total   6235m 
  
North Yorkshire County Council Maintain Previously Engineered Routes 
Hetton Common Bridleway 650m aggregate re-surfacing works 
Dalesway Footpath at Hartlington 100 aggregate re-surfacing works 
Whitber Footoath, Three Peaks 1000m aggregate re-surfacing works 
Landscape Trail, Malham 250m aggregate re-surfacing works 
Swale Hall to Stubbins Farm, Grinton 750m aggregate re-surfacing works 
Dubbin Garth Lane  1240m re-surfacing and drainage works 
Rampsholme to Keld, Muker 160 m re-surfacing/drainage works 
Snaizeholme  74m aggregate surfacing & drainage 
Aysgarth Falls Trail  620m aggregate re-surfacing works 
Busk Lane (UUR) , Raydale 620m aggregate surfacing & drainage 
 Total   5464m 
  
Cumbria County Council Maintain Previously Engineered Routes 
Dandra Garth bridleway 40m replacing boardwalk with stone flags 
 Total 40m 
  
North Yorkshire County Council Maintain Previously Engineered Routes 
Pennine Way PYG Summit 300m landscaping vegetation 
Pennine Way, Hawes 40m stone flagging 
Pennine Bridleway, Settle Loop 110m aggregate resurfacing and drainage 
 Total 450m 
 
 
 
 



 
Conclusion 
 
32. Rights of way maintenance and volunteering continue to be ‘priority programmes’ and 

areas of work where the Authority makes a clear visible difference to the National Park.  
We help farmers and landowners maintain their stiles and gates, whilst users of the 
network (both visitors and residents) have certainty about where they can go, and an 
enjoyable experience of the area.  Businesses benefit because access to the area’s 
special qualities, through the rights of way network, underpins the local tourism 
economy.  
 

33. This past year has been an excellent year in relation to securing external funding.  A 
total of £443,188 has been secured from a number of different sources to support 
public rights of way work across the National Park. In addition, the work with Dales 
Volunteers and other volunteers goes from strength to strength with all surveying in the 
National Park being carried out now by volunteers. 

 
 

Looking ahead to 2018/19 
 

34. The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority maintained 2,142km of public rights of 
way in 2016/17 on behalf of North Yorkshire and Cumbria County Councils. In 2017/18 
this increased to 2,608km (an increase of 22%) with a new Delegation Agreement 
signed with Cumbria County Council in April 2017 (463km) and Lancashire County 
Council (15km) delegation agreement to follow will make a total of 2,623km in 2018/19. 
 

35.  An initial survey conducted by volunteers indicated an ‘ease of use’ figure of 67% for 
the 478km in the new area of the National Park after one year this is now indicating 
72%.  This has had an overall impact on the previous ‘ease of use’ total for the new 
National Park which now indicates 82% for the entire park.  We have given ourselves 
five years, to ensure all of the rights of way are to the same standard across the whole 
National Park and bring the overall level back to 90%.   

 
36. To address this, the staff reorganisation and restructure of the ranger service has taken 

account of the new, larger, Cumbrian and Lancashire areas of the national Park. This 
has created parity across the park to those levels of staff resource for Public Rights of 
Way prior to the extension.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
Further Information 
 
Further information regarding the report is available from: 
Alan Hulme,                        email       Direct Line 
Head of Pak Management     alan.hulme@yorkshiredales.org.uk   01756 751647 
Colvend, Hebden Road 
Grassington BD23 5LB 

mailto:alan.hulme@yorkshiredales.org.uk


 



Item No.8  
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 5 June 2018 
Public Rights of Way 5 Year Maintenance Plan 2019/24 

 
 
Purpose of the report 
To receive comments from the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum (YDAF) on the Public 
Rights of Way 5 Year Maintenance Plan 2019/24, prior to its submission to the Yorkshire 
Dales National Park Authority.  
 
The proposed paper and maintenance plan are intended to provide a clear and co-
ordinated approach to the maintenance and improvement of the existing public rights of 
way in the National Park over the next 5 years. 
 
 
Recommendation 
YDAF Members to comment on the covering paper (Appendix 1) and the Public Rights of 
Way 5 Year Maintenance Plan 2019/24 (Appendix 2) before submission to the Authority. 
 
 
 
Alan Hulme 
Head of Park Management 
May 2018 
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Appendix 1 
 
 
YORKSHIRE DALES NATIONAL PARK AUTHORITY 

 
ITEM       

 
  
Date: 26 June 2018 
  
  
Report: Public Rights of Way Maintenance Plan 2019-2024 

 
 
 
Purpose of the report 
 
1. To seek Members’ approval for the revised Public Rights of Way Maintenance Plan 

(2019-24) for the National Park.  This will replace the previous document that ran from 
2012 to 2017. 

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
2. That subject to Members’ comments, the draft Rights of Way Maintenance Plan and 

associated targets is adopted for implementation in the National Park. 
 

Strategic Planning Framework 
 

3. The information and recommendation(s) contained in this report are consistent with 
the Authority’s statutory purposes and its approved strategic planning framework: 

 
Corporate Action Plan objective:  

 
Review and update the 5 year rights of way maintenance plan to cover the period 
2019-24 and to take into account the new area of the National Park 

 
Background 
 
4. The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA), on behalf of the North 

Yorkshire County Council (NYCC) and Cumbria County Council (CCC), is the 
delegated Highway Authority for certain functions in relation to the public rights of way 
network: footpaths, bridleways, restricted byways and byways open to all traffic - within 
the National Park.   

 
5. During the previous plan period due to the financial pressures the Authority was facing 

at the time, the previous delegation schemes, with NYCC and CCC, were reviewed in 
2013.  The reason was to reduce the Authority’s overall financial liability in relation to 
maintenance of rights of way, from unforeseen costs.  

 
6. This included returning responsibility for keeping the Definitive Map under continuous 

review.  The Authority also minimised its financial burdens in relation to highways out 
of repair and obstructions to public rights of way.  In addition, the maintenance 
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responsibility for larger bridges in the two County Council areas was clarified – and 
now ultimately rest with the two County Councils.  

 
7. The other significant event which occurred during the previous plan period was the 

extension of the National Park in 2016. Prior to this the YDNPA maintained 2,142km of 
public rights of way on behalf of NYCC and CCC. This has increased to 2,623km (an 
increase of 22%) with a new Delegation Agreement signed with CCC in April 2017 for 
the additional (464km) and Lancashire County Council (15km) delegation agreement 
to follow. 

 
8. The following table indicates the targets set in the maintenance plan for the old 

national park (2,132km of routes) to be achieved by March 2017 for Public Rights of 
Way in the  

 
 March 17 

Target 
March 17 

Actual 
Outcome 

Ease of Use 90% 90% Achieved 
% PRoW signposted from a metalled road 99% 96% No 
% of infrastructure in condition 1 95% 92% No 
% requiring major works due to surface condition 1.2% 

26km 
1% 

22.5km 
Over 

achieved 
% of engineered routes in condition 1 90% 

116km 
85% 

110km 
No 

% of river crossings in condition 1 93% 90% No 
% of network accessible by wheelchair 0.6% 

13km 
0.6% 
13km 

Achieved 

% accessible to those with limited mobility 8% 
170km 

7.8% 
168km 

No 

 
 
Rights of Way Maintenance 
 
9. The network of public rights of way which cross the National Park are important 

because: 
 

• The extensive network of routes, provide many opportunities for quiet 
enjoyment of the National Park; 

• They are fundamental to achieving the National Park Authority’s second 
purpose of ‘promoting opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment 
of the special qualities of the National Park by the public’; 

• They make a vital contribution to the economy of the National Park.  
 

10. Members once again recognised this during the review of the Authority’s work 
programmes at its meeting 26 September 2017.  Maintenance of Rights of Way was 
one of the four ‘priority programmes’ of work for the Authority for 2018-19 over the next 
three years.  
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11. The previous Maintenance Plan (2012-17) helped in focusing the Authority’s resources 
and securing improvements. These were measured by first, using the English National 
Park Authorities Performance Indicators; and second, the targets set within the 
Maintenance Plan itself. Over the next five year, the revised Plan will help to: 

• Target resources to achieve our Corporate Plan objectives; 

• Prioritise programme resources to the different aspects of rights of 
way work; 

• Ensure that the network is maintained to an appropriate standard 
across the National Park taking into account the extension area; 

• Monitor progress and achievement, through an Annual Report; 

• Demonstrate that programme resources are being used effectively to 
drive improvements. 
 

12. In addition, this revised plan includes the current guiding principles from the ‘Special 
Qualities, Special Experiences’ policy document relating to the management of public 
rights of way in the National Park.  This document is due for review in the coming year 
and the Maintenance Plan will be amended accordingly on completion of the review.  
 
 

Conclusion 
 
13. The previous maintenance provided specific targets and although some of these have 

not been met, the overall ‘ease of use’ indicator has been achieved, averaging 90% 
over the 5 period of the plan. The Authority is committed to ensuring the rights of way 
network continues to be maintained to a high standard.  The purpose of the revised 
Rights of Way Maintenance Plan is to set this standard to meet this aim.    

 
 
 
Alan Hulme  
Head of Park Management 
 
2 May 2018 
 
 
Background Papers 
 
Rights of Way Maintenance Plan 2012-17. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The network of public footpaths, bridleways, byways and restricted byways which cross 
the Yorkshire Dales National Park (YDNP) are extremely important because: 
 

• The historic and extensive public rights of way, supplemented by large areas of 
public access, provide many opportunities for the enjoyment of the National Park. 

• They are fundamental to achieving the National Park Authority’s second purpose of 
‘promoting opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the special 
qualities of the National Park by the public’. 

• They make a vital contribution to the economy of the National Park.  
 

This plan sets out the approach for the delivery of the maintenance and improvement of 
the existing rights of way network within the Yorkshire Dales over the next 5 years.  
 
 
2. What We Are Trying To Achieve 
 
This plan is a means to an end, not an end in itself. It is therefore necessary to consider 
the Authority’s existing objectives for rights of way.  
 
The overall aim for Access & Recreation, of which rights of way are a key part, as drafted 
in the National Park Management Plan (2019/24)1: 

“A friendly, open and welcoming place with outstanding opportunities to enjoy its 
special qualities”.  

 
The National Park Management Plan also set out two specific objectives for rights of way 
in the park both of which were both met: 
 

B1 Maintain and promote the Pennine Trails and other recognised long-distance 
routes, and raise the standard of public rights of way so that 90% are ‘easy to use’ 
by 2024 
  
B2 Carry out works to improve access on appropriate public rights of way and 
established permissive routes so that 262 km (10%) are suitable for users of all 
ages and abilities by 2024.  

 
Further guidance on the Authority’s approach to the management of rights of way are set 
out in the Special Qualities, Special Experiences, an integrated recreation and tourism 
strategy - policy and principles: 
 
 

1 The National Park Management Plan (2019/2024) is currently being consulted on and the Special Qualities, 
Special Experience policy document is being reviewed in 2018/2019. The aims/ principles and objectives 
within this plan therefore maybe subject to change but are still relevant in setting aims, objectives and 
principles relating to Public Rights of Way. 
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To succeed in delivering the key objectives for rights of way in the National Park it is 
essential that a clear and co-ordinated approach is adopted by the Authority in relation to 
the maintenance and improvement of the existing public rights of way and this will be 
influenced by advice from the Local Access Forum and suggestions made in the County 
Councils, Rights of Way Improvement Plans (ROWIP) and user groups although the 
ROWIP are now a low priority to the respective County Councils. 
 
3. Legal Requirements 
 
The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) has delegation agreements with 
both North Yorkshire County Council and as a result of the extension of the national park a 
recently reviewed delegation agreement with Cumbria County. In addition, the Authority is 
in the final stages of agreeing a delegation agreement with Lancashire County Council.  
The delegation agreements give authority to carry out certain highway functions in relation 
to the public rights of way network.  It places specific statutory duties and responsibilities 
on the National Park Authority in regard to the maintenance of the public right of way 
network. Fundamentally the delegation agreements will continue to allow the YDNPA to 
maintain the network to a high standard, by targeting its resources on routine 
maintenance.   
 
 
4. The Organisational Structure 
 
The Park Services Directorate of the YDNPA has overall responsibility for the network of 
rights of way in the National Park. Within the directorate, the Ranger Service is responsible 
for the delivery of rights of way maintenance and improvement on the ground, and 
provides a first point of contact for local communities and users on rights of way issues.  
 
The Ranger Service is divided into three geographical areas: Northern Dales (Swaledale 
and Wensleydale) Southern Dales (Wharfedale, Malhamdale, Three Peaks and 
Lancashire) and the Western Dales (the Cumbria area of the park). Every year, money for 
rights of way work is allocated to each of the three areas. The targets within this plan 
assist with the prioritisation of work across all three of these areas.  
 
 
5. Current Situation 
 
The rights of way network is the National Park’s most important recreational resource. The 
total length of public rights of way within the Yorkshire Dales National Park prior to the 
extension was 2,132km with the extension and subsequent delegation agreements the 
total length is now 2,623km.  
 
This network consists of:  
 

 Pre 1/8/16 Post 1/8/16 
Public Footpath 1454km 1747km 
Public Bridleway 618km 786km 
Byway Open to All Traffic (BOAT) 45km 70km 
Restricted Byway (None at present) 14km 20km 
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Public rights of way maintenance and improvement must reflect the importance of the 
rights of way network to recreational users, visitors’ enjoyment of the park and the local 
economy. The importance of rights of way is reflected in the priority the YDNPA places on 
maintaining the network (a priority work programme) and in the resources it commits to 
maintaining and improving the network from its own budget allocation.  
 
The YDNPA will continue to seek to improve and enhance the Public Rights of Way 
network by the creation of new legally defined routes or through the co-operation of 
landowners in relation to the ongoing management and creation of permanent or 
permissive paths, where these further its purposes and are appropriate to the resources 
available.  
 
The condition of the network is currently measured by one of the English National Park 
Authority Family of Indicators: 
 

• % of Rights of Way that are Easy to Use by members of the public (but may not 
follow the definitive line). 
 

2014/2015 2015/2016 2016/17 2017/2018 
Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual 
90% 93 90% 88% 90% 88% 90% 82% 

2017/18 is the first year of recording the new extension area within the ‘ease of use’ figure 
 
To ensure that maintenance of the network continues to improve, under the increasing 
demands on the resources of the Authority, the need for a strategic approach is 
paramount. 
 
6. How We Will Achieve Our Objectives 
 
The aim and objectives for the public rights of way network are set out in the National Park 
Management Plan. While rights of way management encompasses many areas of work, 
this plan identifies the six key areas that are essential to achieving those objectives.  
 
They are: 
 

Ease of Use  1.  Signs and Waymarking 
2. Infrastructure 
3. Surface Condition 
4. Engineered Routes 
5. Bridges and River Crossings 

Accessibility  6.  Access for All (inc the Miles Without Stiles programme) 
 
For each of these areas of work, this plan sets out: 

• Specific yearly targets, which collectively will enable a strategic and targeted 
approach to be taken to rights of way maintenance. (some of these targets may 
also appear as ‘actions’ in the Corporate Plan for the relevant financial year). 

• Guiding principles that shape our policy and overall approach to what we do. 

• The Authority’s responsibilities as delegated highway authority. 
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7. How We Will Monitor Our Progress 
 
To establish whether we are achieving our objectives a comprehensive monitoring system 
has been in place for the last 15 years. Information relating to the six key targets is 
recorded on a regular basis by Rangers and Volunteers (through QGIS a geographical 
data base). The recording of information relating to the six key areas of public rights of way 
work and targets is an integral part of all Rangers work. 
 
By collecting the relevant baseline data it will be possible to identify where we are in 
relation to our targets.  
 
Progress towards our targets is reported annually to the Authority, the County Councils 
under the Delegation Agreement and the Local Access Forum. 
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Ease of Rights of Use: 
 
Ease of Use will continue to be recorded as the overarching record of overall improvement and the 
English National Parks family indicator. Statistics on the ease of use of public rights of way in 
England are collected annually by each National Park Authority. 
 
Ease of use is measured according to the percentage of total length of footpaths and other rights of 
way, which are easy to use, by members of the public. This involves consideration of: 

• The extent to which a footpath or other right of way is signposted or waymarked.  

• The extent of unlawful obstructions and other interference, including overhanging vegetation, 
to the public rights of passage. 

• Good repair of the surface and lawful barriers, such as stiles and gates, to a standard 
necessary to enable the public to use without undue inconvenience.  

 
 

Corporate Plan Objective: 
 
Manage the network of public rights of way so that 90% of rights of way are ‘easy to use’ by 
2024 by members of the public even though they may not follow the definitive line 
 

20018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/23 2023/24 
Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual Target Actual 
84%  86%  87%  88%  89%  90%  

 
 
*The Ease of Use figures are based on 5% random sample of the network in any one year. This means that the 
sampling method can itself lead to some variation (up or down) from one year to the next. To establish a trend it is 
necessary to view the figures over a sustained number of years. 
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Signs and Waymarking:  
 
Description:  
Effective signposting and waymarking give 
the public confidence to use the public 
rights of way network, assist land and 
visitor management, and reduce trespass 
and visitor conflicts. 
 
 
Context: 
As delegated Highway Authority, YDNPA 
has:  

• The duty to signpost all footpaths, 
bridleways and byways where they 
leave a metalled road. 

• The power to erect and maintain 
(with the permission of the 
landowner) signposts along any 
footpath, bridleway or BOAT to 
assist people unfamiliar with the 
locality. 

 
 
 
Targets: 
Percentage of rights of way signposted 
where they leave a metalled road: 
 

18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 
Target Target Target Target Target Target 
96% 97% 98% 98% 99% 99% 

 
Cairns 
We will endeavour to remove new or existing 
cairns which are not of historical importance 
or a recorded feature.

Signs and Waymarking 
Guiding Principles 
 

Signing 
A sign should only be erected where: 

1. There is a statutory requirement to do so: or 

2. There is a need to manage visitor behaviour 
in order to protect conservation or other 
interests; and a sign is the most effective 
way of doing this, and its provision is less 
damaging than the problem it is seeking to 
prevent; or 

3. There is a need to convey information/ 
interpretation to the public in order to pursue 
the National Park Authority’s ‘second’ 
purpose of promoting understanding and 
enjoyment, a sign is the only and most 
effective way to do this, and its provision 
would be environmentally acceptable. 

 

Waymarking 
The only statutory requirement is a fingerpost 
indicating where a right of way leaves a metalled 
road. Any other ‘waymarking’ will depend on 
location: 

• From settlements and other development, 
waymarking will be sympathetic and used to 
the extent necessary to orientate visitors and 
give them confidence in their surroundings 
for example farm yards: 

• In rural lowland areas waymarking will be 
basic but clear to avoid ‘over-management’ 
and will be unobtrusive within the 
surroundings; 

• In upland areas the use of waymarks will 
only be used out of legal necessity or where 
required as an aid to navigation, with the aim 
to ensure that any signs of human activity 
are minimal given that typical users could be 
expected to carry a map and compass.  

• We will endeavour to remove unnecessary 
and misleading signs from all areas. 

 
Orientation  
Ensure that the rights of way network, 
particularly around village centres, is suitable for 
all standards of walkers and provides a variety 
of circular routes: 
        

       
   

 

Roadside Signs  
Guiding Principles 
Where there is a duty to signpost a right 
of way where it leaves a metalled road it 
is recommended that the sign should 
indicate: 

• the nature of the right of way, i.e. 
whether it is a footpath, bridleway or 
byway; 

• the destination of the way; 

• the distance to this. 
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Rights of Way Infrastructure:  
 
Description: 
The repair, replacement and improvement of 
rights of way infrastructure is a fundamental part 
of public rights of way maintenance and 
management. Ensuring that infrastructure is in 
good repair and is easy to use is essential to 
providing a safe and accessible network.  
 
For the purpose of this plan infrastructure may 
refer to gates, stiles and any other type of 
boundary crossing and directional signage but 
not waymarker posts. 
 
Context: 
The Highways Act 1980 requires any stile or gate 
across a right of way to be maintained by the 
landowner in a safe condition and to the standard 
of repair required to prevent unreasonable 
interference with the right of users. A landowner 
is entitled to recover at least 25% towards the 
cost of this from their local highway authority. 
 
Given the importance of the rights of way 
network to the area, the YDNPA has a policy by 
which the Authority will fund 100% towards the 
cost of rights of way maintenance.  
 
As delegated highway authority, YDNPA also 
has the power to: 

• Take all reasonable steps for repairing and making good stiles, gates or other works 
when the landowner has failed to do so using British Standards BS 5709:2006 as 
guiding principles. 

• Authorise new stiles or gates in certain circumstances following Sec 147 procedures and 
Defra Guidance Authorising Structures (gaps, gates & stiles) on Rights of Way. 

 
Targets: 
Percentage of public rights of way infrastructure maintained in condition 1, 2 or 32 

 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 
 Target Target Target Target Target Target 

Condition 1 92 92 93 94 95 95 
Condition 2 6 6 6 5 4 4 
Condition 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 

2 Infrastructure condition information is gathered and monitored through public right of way surveys carried out by 
volunteers (every route surveyed on a two year cycle) and is defined as: 
     1 - In good order and will last up to three years 
     2 – In need of minor repairs and will not last three years (includes improvements to make ‘easy to use’) 
     3 – Urgent work required 
Items recorded for this purpose, PRSP,FG,HG,HU,KG,LS,SP,SQS,SSS,TQS and TSS only 

Maintenance of Rights of Way 
Infrastructure Guiding Principles 
 
Where repair and replacement of 
infrastructure is required, any work should 
be subject to the following considerations: 
• Infrastructure should be suitable to the 

route’s status and should be of a 
standard necessary for them to be used 
without undue inconvenience.  

• Construction should be of a high 
standard and appropriate to the route’s 
use. Although there is no statutory 
design to which infrastructure must 
comply, suggested designs are provided 
by publications such as ‘British Standard 
– Gaps, gates and stiles’ or the ‘Pennine 
Bridleway Design Guide’.  

• Infrastructure should be appropriate to 
its location: matching where possible the 
local design, material and methods of 
construction. All works should safeguard 
the historical, scenic and environmental 
value of the National Park. 

• Wherever an existing piece of 
infrastructure is being maintained, every 
opportunity to replace difficult barriers 
with more accessible features will be 
considered. For example: where a 
ladder stile needs replacing could it be 
replaced with a gap or gate? The less 
remote a route the more stringently this 
criteria for repairs should be applied. 
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Surface Condition: 
 
Description: 
The good repair of the surface of a right of way 
is necessary to enable the public to use a route 
without undue inconvenience. As a last resort 
works are sometimes required to: 
• Maintain the surface of a right of way in a 

condition appropriate for its expected use. 
• Address environmental or landscape 

impacts.  
 
There are no universal solutions to problems 
associated with the surface condition of a route. 
Each right of way has specific requirements 
influenced by the particular circumstances of 
the route and will demand different solutions.  
 
The range of options available, to address 
concerns over surface condition, are therefore 
numerous, and may include: drainage works, 
surfacing, subsoiling, flagging or revetment. 
Such works may be minor or major in nature.  
 
Context: 
As delegated Highway Authority, YDNPA has: 
• The duty to maintain publicly maintainable 

highways at the public expense.  
• The power to agree to undertake 

maintenance of a footpath or bridleway.  
• The power to improve, widen or level rights 

of way. 
• The power to undertake works to drain a 

right of way. 
   
Targets: 
Percentage of the public rights of way 
network requiring major works due to 
concerns over surface condition3” 

3 Major works are defined as those, which will require 
significant financial resources to address (over 5k) because 
the surface condition is seriously damaged & not in a state 
suitable for its use (equivalent to Green Lane Survey 
Category 3).  
Information on surface condition is complied by Rangers and 
through the Green Lane Condition Surveys.  

17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 
Actual Target Target Target Target Target 
22.5km 22km 21km 20km 19km 18km 

Repair of Route Surfaces, and Upland 
Paths Guiding Principles 
 
When there is no other option but to repair the 
surface of a right of way, it is essential that the 
right solution is found for each situation. All 
works should take into consideration: user 
requirements, accessibility considerations, legal 
status of route, route environment (maintain the 
character of the route in relation to its 
environment and surroundings), appropriate 
design and sensitive landscaping, use of 
materials, and ecological or archaeological 
constraints.  Where repair and/or maintenance 
of a route is necessary for environmental or 
recreational reasons, it should be subject to the 
following: 
 
• Works will be of a high standard of design, 
having minimal impact on setting and character, 
and implemented, where possible, using 
indigenous materials, sympathetic in colour and 
texture to the immediate surrounding area, and 
consideration given to the environmental 
sustainability of the materials used. Traditional 
techniques will be used and uniformity of 
construction avoided where possible. 
 
• Techniques used will protect existing vegetation 
and, normally, only locally occurring plant 
species will be used in restoration.  Non-local 
species will be acceptable only where 
necessary as a nurse crop.  
 
• The more remote the route, the more stringently 
these criteria will be applied.  This will be a 
matter of judgement, but in general the more 
remote or wild the location, the less acceptable 
an obviously engineered route will be. 
 
• Repaired routes will be suitable for the route’s 
use and constructed on a scale appropriate to 
the route’s status as a footpath, bridleway, 
restricted byway or byway (BOAT).  
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Engineered Routes: 
 
Description: 
Where, due to recreational and environmental 
reasons, it is has been necessary to carry out 
works to the surface of a right of way and 
provide an ‘engineered’ solution it is essential 
that such routes are maintained through a 
programme of planned maintenance. 
 
Effective maintenance can prevent major 
deterioration occurring and minimise the 
extent over which repairs are needed. Its aim 
is to keep the route in a condition suitable for 
its intended use throughout its length, or to 
prevent impact on the surrounding landscape. 
 
For the purpose of this plan an ‘engineered 
route’ refers to one that has had major 
enhancement works carried out to the surface. 
These could include: aggregate, subsoiled, 
grass/gravel, flagged or geo-textile/aggregate 
paths, stone pitched paths, tarmac/concrete 
paths  
 
Planned maintenance may include re-dressing 
and re-compaction of surface material, 
maintaining existing drainage, upgrading 
existing drainage or incorporating new 
drainage.  
 
Context: 
As delegated Highway Authority, YDNPA has the duty to: 
• Maintain publicly maintainable highways at the public expense.  
 
Total length of routes engineered  134km % (as percentage of network) 
 
Targets: 
Percentage of engineered routes in condition 14 
 

 

4 All engineered routes should be monitored regularly. Information on their condition is gathered through this ongoing 
monitoring and is defined as: 
     1 - In good order – no works required 
     2 – In need of minor repairs to prevent further deterioration  
     3 – Urgent work required as serious deterioration has occurred 

 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 
 Actual Target Target Target Target Target 

Condition 1 85% 86% 87% 88% 89% 90% 

Maintaining Engineered Routes 
Guiding Principles 
 
All engineered route should be subject to the 
following considerations: 
 
• Regular monitoring of the route is necessary 

to identify any problems at an early stage. 

• Adequate and effective drainage is the single 
most important factor affecting the success of 
engineered routes. It is essential that:  
     - drainage systems are regularly  
      monitored and evaluated to ensure  
      that their condition does not  
      deteriorate. 
     - ongoing maintenance is carried out  
      in order to keep them functioning  
      properly. 
 Without maintenance drains become 
blocked, causing water logging on flat or 
lowland paths, and erosion to upland paths 
and surrounds. 

• Techniques should continue to be used to 
encourage re-vegetation of the route and 
surrounding area. 

• Many routes that have been surfaced with 
aggregate will require re-surfacing over time 
to maintain the standard of the surface. 

  
It is essential that when planning capital 
engineered maintenance works that appropriate 
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Bridges and River Crossings: 
 
Description:  
Providing and maintaining bridges, stepping 
stones and fords that carry public rights of way 
are an essential part of the network. 
 
The role of the YDNPA involves: 

• Carrying out a general condition survey 
of all bridges every year. Dales 
Volunteers play a key part in performing 
this role. 

• Ensuring County Councils carry out a 
structural survey of ‘major bridges’ as 
listed in the revised delegation scheme.  

• Carrying out maintenance works as 
necessary to ensure that all river 
crossings are maintained in a safe 
condition. 

• Installing or replacing bridges where they 
are either missing or inappropriate to the 
status of the route. 

 
Context: 
As delegated Highway Authority5, YDNPA has 
the: 

• Duty to maintain bridges that are  
maintainable at public expense. 

• Power to construct a bridge or carry out 
major works – subject to delegation 
agreement. 

 
 
 

 
Targets: 
Percentage of publicly maintainable bridges and river crossings maintained in 
condition 1, 2 or 3”6 

5 The Authority will maintain all bridges on the councils behalf, unless it notifies the appropriate council in writing that it is 
unable to do so. 
 
6 Bridge condition information is gathered & monitored through general condition surveys carried out every year by Dales 
Volunteers of Access Rangers. They are defined as:  
   1 -  In good order and will last up to three years 
    2 – In need of minor repairs and will not last three years  
    3 – Urgent work required 

Total number of bridges                   944 
Total number of stepping stones     28 

 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 
 Actual Target Target Target Target Target Target 

Condition 1 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 
Condition 2 9 8 8 7 7 6 5 
Condition 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 

Bridges and River Crossings 
Guiding Principles 
Where repair and replacement of a 
bridge is required, any work should be 
subject to the following considerations: 

• Bridges should be suitable to the 
route’s status.  

• Construction should be of a high 
standard and appropriate to the 
route’s use.  

• Bridges should be appropriate to their 
location: matching where possible the 
local design, material and methods of 
construction. All works should 
safeguard the historical, scenic and 
environmental value of the National 
Park. 

• Where a bridge is not the sole 
responsibility of the Highway Authority 
to maintain, negotiation with other 
interested parties must be carried out 
regarding: giving consent for works, 
individual responsibilities and sharing 
cost of repair.  

• Where stepping stones are being 
maintained or replaced, best practice 
design guidelines should be followed. 

• In planning any works, the 
requirements for temporary closures 
and Planning Permission must be 
considered.  
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Accessibility: 
 
All visitors and residents of the YDNP should have opportunities to access the 
countryside no matter what their level of ability. The public rights of way network, 
however, often presents barriers that are limiting to access. 
Accessibility issues encompass a wide body of users. Wheelchair users, ambulant people 
mobility impairments, people with visual impairments, hearing impairments, learning 
difficulties, speech impairments, the elderly, families with pushchairs and young children 
are all potential users of the rights of way network.  
Addressing ‘access for all’ issues must be an integral part of all rights of way 
maintenance and improvement. 
 
 
Context: 
Special Qualities, Special Experience: 
People of all ages and abilities from every sector of society should have opportunities to 
enjoy the special qualities of the National Park.  
 
 

National Park Management Plan Objective: 
      Carry out works to improve access on appropriate public rights of way and 

established permissive routes so that 262 km (10%) are suitable for users of all 
     

 

Countryside Agency 
‘By All Reasonable Means’ 
 
In the absence of statutory standards for outdoor access improvements the Countryside Agency 
(CA) guidelines ‘By All Reasonable Means’ outlines a framework for improving access. Their 
framework for action is based on the principle of: 
 
• Least Restrictive Access (LRA). This requires that all work, whether planned improvement or 

ad hoc maintenance, must meet the highest possible access standards for that piece of work. 
Where the highest standards cannot be achieved – for example because of insufficient funds, 
lack of consent by owners or practical difficulties – there should always be a clearly reasoned 
justification for the decision to use a lower standard.  
LRA is an approach that helps raise the overall standard of access of a route over a period of 
time.  

• Access Standards and Management Zones: 
Currently, there are no statutory benchmarks for reasonable practice in the outdoors in regard 
to the DDA 2005. This makes it challenging for managers and owners to know what standards 
to apply when planning access improvements. CA guide recommends selecting the guidelines 
according to the particular context of a particular site or route using either the BT Countryside 
for All Accessibility Standards or Countryside Access Management Zones.  
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Access for All: 
 
Description: 
Providing information on and physical access 
to the rights of way network including: 
 
• Planned programme of projects to upgrade 

specific routes. The Accessibility Audit 
(05/06) helps to identify paths with the 
potential to be improved to provide access 
to the less mobile. Such projects may 
include barrier reduction or wheelchair 
accessible schemes. 

• Ongoing maintenance of rights of way 
surface and infrastructure.   

• Information to enable individuals to make 
informed choices.  

 
Reductions in resources within the  PRoW 
budget for the foreseeable future will mean 
that it will be essential to secure additional 
funding and partnership approaches to 
achieve specific access for all projects which 
are beyond routine maintenance. 
 
Targets: 
 
Minimum percentage of rights of way and  
permissive route network accessible to  
those with limited mobility7 so that 262 km 
 (10%) are suitable for users of all ages and  
abilities by 2024. 
 
 
17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 
Actual Target Target Target Target Target 

170km 
6.5% 

183km 
7% 

196km 
7.5% 

209km 
8% 

235km 
9% 

262km 
10% 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7 Based on Countryside Agency ‘Zone B & C’ national standard.  

Access For All 
Guiding Principles 
 

Addressing countryside ‘Access for All’ issues is 
an integral part of all works on public rights of 
way: 

 
•  In each area of the National Park, routes 

suitable for all user abilities will be identified 
and upgraded, (or where a need has been 
identified new routes will be created).  Where 
practicable, routes that loop from villages 
(especially those with visitor centres, or public 
transport interchanges and RADAR toilets) will 
be provided as a matter of priority. 

 
•  Wherever an existing right of way is being 

maintained, every opportunity to replace 
difficult barriers with more accessible features 
will be considered, e.g. replacing a ladder stile 
with a gap or gate. The less remote a route, 
the more stringently this criterion will be 
applied. 

 
•  The creation and upgrading of Access for All 

routes must safeguard the historic, scenic and 
environmental value of the National Park.  
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Individual Area Targets: 
 
(to be added prior to the Authority meeting) 
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Item No. 9 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 5 June 2018 
 

Monitoring of large scale events 
 
 
Purpose of the Report 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum with the results 
of event monitoring carried out in 2013 and 2017 and to identify any meaningful trends. 
 
 
Background 
 
The National Park Authority first published its ‘Guidelines for the organisation of 
recreational events in the Yorkshire Dales National Park’ in 2012 and these were updated 
in 2017. The aim of the guidance is to encourage early engagement from event organisers 
with the objective of minimising negative impacts on the National Park and its communities 
and maximising potential positive benefits for competitors and local people. 
 
In working with event organisers we concentrate on large scale events to make best use of 
our time, but the Guidelines are available to all organisers. Large events are defined as: 
 
Running/walking events 200+ participants 
Cycling events  100+ participants 
Equestrian events  50+ participants 
 
The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority does not decide which events can go ahead 
and which cannot – instead this issue is generally left to the relevant land managers in 
consultation with others.  For some events the relevant District/County Council may call a 
Safety Advisory Group which will look at the event plans, and ensure that they have put in 
place the necessary measures to minimise risk to participants. 
 
The NPA does have a role in: 
 
• Promoting best practice in organisation of events in the National Park; 
• Ensuring events are contributing to the aims of the National Park; 
• Minimising any potential impact on the National Park and its communities; 
• Assisting event organisers to contact the relevant land managers; 
• Assisting with liaison with Natural England if required. 
 
We recognise that large scale events can have a significant impact on local communities 
and other visitors coming for a day out in the National Park. This issue is particularly acute 
on the Three Peaks where the challenge route continues to be popular. 



 
Monitoring of events 
 
Tracking the number and type of events along with the number of people taking part is a 
surprisingly difficult task. The vast majority of events in the National Park have been taking 
place for many years with minimal impact and so do not necessarily contact the National 
Park Authority. This means that much of the monitoring is through ‘web trawling’ especially 
when it comes to the numbers of people that took part. 
 
The attached appendix gives the results of monitoring that took place in 2013 and 2017. 
The main types of events taking place in the National Park are fell races, cyclosportives 
and Three Peaks challenge walks. Key points to note are: 
 
• We have recorded more large challenge walks on the Three Peaks but with about the 

same numbers of people taking part; 
• The number of fell races has remained the same but we have recorded more 

competitors; 
• The Ard Rock Enduro was in its first year in 2013 and has since grown to be the largest 

event taking place in the National Park. 
 
Although comparing the two years should be done with caution because of the difficulties 
with monitoring, it would appear that both the number of events and number of competitors 
have increased by approximately 20%. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The National Park Authority continues to take an active part in encouraging best practice 
in regard to large scale events and in discouraging inappropriate new events. It is difficult 
to draw firm conclusions from the monitoring that has taken place although it does indicate 
a modest increase in the number of events and people taking part.  
 
Whilst large scale recreational events can be a cause for concern they bring many positive 
benefits for the people taking part, the local economy and in providing contributions to the 
Three Peaks project.  
 
 
 
Mark Allum 
Head of Access and Engagement 
May 2018  



Appendix 
 
 2013 2017 
Type of event Number of 

events 
Number of 
competitors 

Number of 
events 

Number of 
competitors 

     
Challenge walks 12 7000 22 6000 
Fell races 35 3500 35 8000 
Trail races 3 600 7 1100 
Ultra races 3 1200 3 500 
Road races 3 600 1 200 
Orienteering 0 0 0 0 
Mountain 
marathon 

0 0 1 300 

Adventure race 1 300 0 0 
Triathlon 1 130 2 180 
Open water 
swim 

2 120 1 100 

     
Cyclosportives 21 10,000 23 9,500 
MTB events 2 130 6 800 
MTB/cyclocross 
races 

2 1200 2 2200 

     
Equestrian 
events 

0 0 1 90 

     
TOTALS 84 24,780 104 28,970 
 



Item No.10 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 5 June 2018 
 

Disabled Access at Kirkby Stephen Railway Station 
 
 
I love to travel by train as it is one way that I can have my own independence.   The 
Settle-Carlisle Line is my main connection with my family and friends who live in 
Leeds, Halifax and Sheffield with Kirkby Stephen being the nearest station to where I 
live.  
 
So I was thrilled to see from the Settle-Carlisle website that Kirkby Stephen railway 
station was deemed wheelchair accessible. 
 
However, the reality is not so good.  
 
Travelling south from the station is no issue. I ring Northern Rail a day or two before 
my travel and book assistance. I park my car in the station car park and wait on the 
platform for the train. When the train pulls up, the guard steps fetches the ramps and 
up I go onto the train.  
 
Absolutely flawless. 
 
The problem arises on my return journey back to Kirkby Stephen, northbound.  
 
As there is only a foot bridge over the line at this station, my exit is down a path 
behind the station. This is the first problem. The path is badly deteriorated. It is 
uneven and slippery. There is a tricky camber on the path which is also very steep.  
 
It’s impossible to either go down or up the path independently and safely in a manual 
wheelchair. I struggle in my power chair and my husband has to hang onto it to 
prevent it from slipping and/or falling over.  
 
There are no lights on this path. 
 
If you manage to get to the bottom of the path, you discover it ends abruptly at a 
gate (which is close to impossible to open from a wheelchair). From here the exit is 
over a grassy verge that leads directly onto the busy A685 road.  
From here I have to cross over the A685 which is designated here as a National 
Speed Limit section meaning it’s also a fast-moving road.   
 
As there is no pavement on this side, the options are to either go under the  railway 
bridge on the road or cross the road, take the footpath opposite the station and then 
cross the road again followed by the climb back up to the car park on the 
southbound platform. 
 



Having initially tried unsuccessfully many different avenues to speak with someone 
about my difficulties as a wheelchair passenger who uses this station quite 
frequently, I contacted Rory Stewart MP. 
 
We had a site visit with Rory just before Christmas, where he was genuinely shocked 
at the disabled access to the station. Since then he has been speaking with Northern 
rail, Friends of Settle/Carlisle Line, Kirkby Stephen Council and The YDNPA. 
 
We have, recently had another site visit where all parties attended. It was agreed 
that something had to be done to improve disabled access.   Northern Rail set out all 
the options that could be used to solve this problem of access on the north bound 
platform. 
 

1. To repair the footpath and correct the camber – this would be completed by 
Northern Rail ail as long as Highways agreed to create a path from the gate to 
the road and also to create a disabled parking bay on a waste bit of land on 
the roadside and to install low wattage lights along the path. 

2. To create a zig zag path from the road up to the platform which would reduce 
the steepness of the original path.  

3. To install a bridge over the track with lifts connecting the north and south 
bound platforms. 

 
It was suggested that option 1 would be the most possible short term solution as the 
lift option would cost around £3 million.  
 
It is certainly not the best option, but as a short-term solution it does seem to be 
working towards solving the problem of poor disabled access. 
 
We are waiting to hear back from Rory Stewart MP, Highways and Northern rail for 
the next steps.  The ‘wheelchair accessible’ statement for Kirkby Stephen railway 
station has been removed from the website. 
 
Debbie North 
Member of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum 
 



Item No. 11 
 

Yorkshire Dales Access Forum – 5 June 2018 
 

Officer’s Report 
 
 
Purpose of the Report 
 
The following report brings together, in one place, a collection of items for Members 
consideration and information. 
 
 
Authority Meetings  
 
Any member of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum can attend Authority Meetings as 
a member of the public. Please contact Julie Payne for a copy of the agenda and 
supporting papers. Please note, it is not a requirement for members of the YDAF to 
attend Authority meetings, so it is not an ‘approved duty’ and LAF members cannot 
claim expenses for attending such meetings. 
 
Authority Meeting Dates and Venues for 2018: 
 
Date Venue Time 
26 June Yoredale, Bainbridge 10.30 
25 Sept Yoredale, Bainbridge 13.00 
18 Dec Yoredale, Bainbridge 13.00 
 
 
Meetings of the Yorkshire Dales Access Forum for 2018 
 
The following are the dates for meetings during 2018: 
 
Tuesday 5 June 2018, 1.15 pm @ Yoredale, Bainbridge 
Tuesday 2 October 2018, 1.15 pm @ Yoredale, Bainbridge 
 
 
Update on the National Park Management Plan 2018-23 
 
Members will recall that following a number of meetings by a YDAF sub-group a 
series of objectives for the new National Park Management Plan concerning access 
and recreation issues were submitted to the Steering Group for scrutiny. They were 
edited and combined with submissions from other drafting groups to form a draft 
Plan for public consultation. This consultation ran through to 30 April 2018. A report 
on the responses received will be compiled and suggested changes will be 
discussed by the Steering Group at a meeting on the 6 June. A final draft plan will go 
to Authority in September. 
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The Swale Trail 
 
Members will be aware that the Authority has been working hard on the development 
of The Swale Trail – a multi-user route between Reeth and Keld. This is designed to 
be an easy mountain bike route aimed at older children and less experienced 
cyclists. This is particularly the case for the section between Reeth and Gunnerside.  
 
This development was funded by the Authority, Richmondshire District Council, 
Yorkshire Dales LEADER and the National Trails Partnership. The majority of the 
construction work was carried out by a local company – Conservefor – working with 
the Area Ranger, Michael Briggs. 
 
The Trail was successfully launched on 29 April and there has been a lot of really 
positive feedback. We are aware of a few tweaks that are still needed and also the 
need to continue publicising the Trail as a key attraction for the National Park. 
 
A few before and after images are in Appendix 1 which gives a flavour of the route. 
 
 
Campaigning by Cycling UK 
 
Members will recall that the YDAF received a presentation from Cycling UK officers 
in 2017. Since then Cycling UK have continued to campaign for greater access to 
the countryside for cyclists, most recently with the Beyond the Green Belt campaign. 
 
In this they present a vision for rural cycling: 
 
Just imagine what cycling in the countryside would be like if cyclists ... 
• could ride on some of the 80% of the network they can't use now in England & 

Wales; 
• were able to access more of the National Trails;  
• could enjoy recreational rides which linked cycle-friendly quiet roads to rights of 

way; 
• were welcomed to National Parks which appreciated the benefits of promoting 

cycling. 
 
Part of the way that Cycling UK see this potentially coming about is through changes 
to the agri-environment payments following Brexit , with landowners receiving some 
funding for increased public access. 
 
 
Westmorland Dales Landscape Partnership 
 
The National Park Authority has been working with the Friends of the Lake District 
and other partners on the development period for the Westmorland Dales Landscape 
Partnership.  
 
The suite of projects and supporting documentation will be submitted to the Heritage 
Lottery Fund in August and hopefully we will be able to commence delivery of 
projects in early 2019.  
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https://www.cyclinguk.org/beyond-greenbelt


 
The projects which will be of most interest to the YDAF are: 
• Small scale interventions on the rights of way network to raise the standard in 

that area; 
• An extension of the Pennine Bridleway to take it further north; 
• Signing an extended Yorkshire Dales Cycleway so that it becomes a tour of the 

whole National Park; 
• The development of a suite of walking, cycling and horse rides to explore the 

area. 
 
 
Fencing on open access land and its impact on access 
 
A recent paper was produced for the Outdoor Recreation Network by Cumbria and 
Lakes LAF concerning the impact of fencing on open access land. The paper is in 
Appendix 2 for members information. 
 
 
 
Rachel Briggs 
Access and Recreation Officer 
June 2018 
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Appendix 1: Images of the Swale Trail works 
 
Section 1 - Track construction and riverbank stabilisation 
 

  
Before – badly eroded path dropped on to 
cobbles which frequently flooded. 

After – path legally diverted on to new 
alignment. Wall rebuild and path surfaced. 

  
Before – typical section of path suffering 
erosion 

After – surfaced path also increases the 
amount of vegetation 

 

 

During – example of riverbank erosion 
control measures 
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Section 2 – Low Lane - Drainage, tree works and surfacing 
 

  
Before – eroded surface with vegetation 
encroachment 

After – high quality surface with vegetation cut 
back 

  
Before – poor surface After – high quality aggregate surface 
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Section 3 – Dubbing Garth Lane - Drainage and surfacing 
 

 

 
Before – typical section of track with twin ruts After – ruts removed and new full 

width surface. Seeded so grass 
central section will return. 

 

 
Before – difficult surface with large stone After – improved track surface (image 

in opposite direction) 
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Section 4 - Stone pitching, drainage and surfacing 
 

 

 

Before – the difficult section between Keld 
and River Swale 

After – restored section with twin cobbled quad 
tracks and aggregate central section 

 
 

Before – bedrock section on north side of 
river 

After – aggregate track over the bedrock with 
drainage humps 
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Images from opening 
 

 

 

Carl Lis – Chair of National Park Authority Cllr Yvonne Peacock, Leader of 
Richmondshire District Council cutting the 
ribbon 

  
Heading off on the Trail Example of Swale Trail fingerpost and Share 

with Care signage 
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gHIJWZNNIVGJXWHIUIdJD6E*9.u7/=8+�98:;.=7v/-+�D��dJMXJ�PMVGTOJ\ITMSINI\ĴOJijdJkljJRV\JGHIJ�ZNRTJ�ROUIVGXJo[IVWOJPVĴIHRTQJPQ

hIQNRdJRV\JLNPSM\IXJ_VRVWMRTJMVWIVGMSIXJQPNJTRV\JURVR[INXJGPJMVGNP\ZWIJIVSMNPVUIVGRTTO�QNMIV\TOJUIRXZNIXJQPN�JWPVXINSMV[JRV\JNIXGPNMV[

]MT\TMQIJHR̂MGRGXdJURVR[MV[J�PP\JNMXadJWNIRGMV[JRV\JURVR[MV[J]PP\TRV\JRV\JXWNẐdJNI\ZWMV[

]RGINJLPTTZGMPVJQNPUJR[NMWZTGZNIdJIRWHJPQJ]HMWHJUROJMVSPTSIJQIVWMV[n

oLLNPSI\JXWHIUIXJRNIJ[IVINRTTOJ\ISITPLI\J]MGHJWTPXIJWP�PLINRGMPVĴIG]IIVJGHIJ\ITMSINO

R[IVWMIXJRV\JGHIJRLLTMWRVGXdJ]HMWHJQPNJWPUUPVJTRV\JMXJZXZRTTOJRJWPUUPVINXJRXXPWMRGMPVJRV\

TRV\P]VINn

zMVWIJ{||�dJGHIJlo���okdJRXJ]MGHJURVOJ�okXJMVJGHIMNJP]VJRNIRXdJHRXĴIIVJMVSMGI\JGPJ[MSI

R\SMWIJPVJ\IXM[VJQPNJRJTRN[IJVZÛ INJPQJXWHIUIXJMVJlZÛ NMRJMVSPTSMV[JQIVWMV[nJJoXJR

WPVXIYZIVWIdJGHIJUPNIJNIWIVGTOJMULTIUIVGI\JXWHIUIXJHRSIJRNIJ[IVINRTTOJRXJmRWWIXX�QNMIV\TOe

RXJGHIOJWRVĴIn

�VJNIXLPV\MV[JGPJWPVXZTGRGMPVXdJGHIJkPNZUJHRXJR\SMXI\JGHRGJSRNMPZXJGIKGXĴIJIULTPOI\JMV

XWHIUIJR[NIIUIVGXJGPJIVXZNIJGHRGJGHIJQIVWIJRV\JRTTJRXXPWMRGI\JURGINMRTXJRNIJNIUPSI\JRQGIN

GHIJXLIWM_I\JGMUInJgHIJlo���okJMXJVPGJXZNIJGHRGJMGJHRXJXZWWII\I\JGPJRVOJ[NIRGJIKGIVGJMVJGHMXn

cHINIJLINURVIVGJQIVWMV[JMXJXPZ[HGJGPJQRWMTMGRGIJlPVGMVZPZXJlPSINJkPNIXGNOpqr�sdJRV\JGPJRSPM\

WTIRN�QITTMV[dJRLLTMWRGMPVXJHRSIJGPJURaIJGHRGJWTIRNn

cHINIJRLLTMWRGMPVXJHRSIĴIIVJUR\IĴOJGHIJiRGMPVRTJgNZXGJPNJ�VMGI\J�GMTMGMIXJ�RJUR�PNJTRV\�P]VINJMVJlZÛ NMRJQPNJ]RGINJXZLLTO�dJlo���ok

HRXJR\SMXI\JGHRGJGHIJNIXLPVXM̂MTMGOJQPNJNIUPSRTJPQJQIVWMV[JIGWnJXHPZT\ĴIJ]MGHJGHIJRLLTMWRVGXJRV\JGHIMNJXZWWIXXPNXnJJkPNJPGHINJRLLTMWRVGX

�MVWTZ\MV[JRJWPUUPVINXJRXXPWMRGMPV�dJlo���okJHRXJR\SMXI\JGHRGJGHIJRLLTMWRVGĴIJNIYZMNI\JGPJR\\JGHIJ\IGRMTXJPQJGHIJQIVWIJNIUPSRTJMVGP

LNPLINGOJ\II\XdĴMV\MV[JGHIUJRV\JRVOJQZGZNIJP]VINXn

yPNIJNIWIVGJ��ZTOJ{|}��JNIWP[VMGMPVJPQJGHIJMULRWGJPQJQIVWIXJPVJGHIJHM[HJQITTXJPQJGHIJ�RaIJhMXGNMWGJHRXJIUIN[I\JQNPUJGHIJRNIReXJMVXWNMLGMPV

RXJRJcPNT\J�INMGR[IJzMGInJzIIaMV[JRJ\IWNIRXIJMVJGHIJLINURVIVGJRV\JNI\ZV\RVGJQIVWIXJPVJGHIJHM[HJQITTXJHRXĴIIVJR\PLGI\JRXJXPUI

UIRXZNIJPQJGHIJXGRGIJPQJWPVXINSRGMPVJPQJGHIJzLIWMRTJ�ZRTMGMIXJRV\JRGGNM̂ZGIXJPQJ�ZGXGRV\MV[J�VMSINXRTJ�RTZIJPQJGHIJ�RaIJhMXGNMWGpq�sn

Cvu+?;--/*<+6>+>8*58+065;9/6*+/7+*88=8=

gHINIJMXJVPJLẐTMWRTTOJRSRMTR̂TIJUIWHRVMXUJGPJGNRWaJQIVWMV[JPNJGPJmLPTMWIeJMGX

NIUPSRTJRGJGHIJIV\JPQJGHIJGINUJPNJ]HIVJLNPGIWGMPVJMXJVPJTPV[INJVIWIXXRNOnJ

�P]ISINdJ\ZIJGPJGHIJXLII\J]MGHJ]HMWHJGHIJ�zJWRVJVP]JZL\RGIJ\M[MGRTJURLLMV[d

mGIULPNRNOeJQIVWMV[dJ]HMWHJRJURLLMV[JWRUINRJWRVVPGJ\MQQINIVGMRGIJQNPU

LINURVIVGĴPZV\RNOdJMXJVP]JQIRGZNMV[JPVJ�zJURLLMV[dJ]MGHJRGGRWHI\JLPGIVGMRT

QPNJZXINJWPVQZXMPVnJJgHIJQIVWMV[J]MTTĴIJNIWPN\I\JMVĴPGHJ\ZNRGMPVJRV\JTPWRGMPV

PVJlzJR[NIIUIVGJURLXdJRXJ]ITTJRXJQPNJLNISMPZXJXWHIUIXdJXPJGHIJMVQPNURGMPVJMX

RSRMTR̂TIn

gHIJGMUIJLINMP\J\ZNMV[J]HMWHJLNPGIWGMPVJPQJGNIIXJRV\JHR̂MGRGJMXJVII\I\JWRVĴI

ZLJGPJRJ[IVINRGMPVJMVJHZURVJGMUI�XWRTIXnJcMGHPZGJXLIWM_WJLNPSMXMPVĴIMV[JUR\I

QPNJGHIJNIUPSRTJPQJmGIULPNRNOeJQIVWMV[JMGJMXJLPXXM̂TIJGHRGJZVTIXXJMVXGNZWGI\

\MQQINIVGTOdJQZGZNIJURVR[INXJPQJGHIJTRV\JMVJYZIXGMPVJ]MTTJNI[RN\JGHIJQIVWMV[JRX

ÎMV[JLINURVIVGJRV\JVPGĴIJMVWTMVI\JGPJNIUPSIJMGJGPJNIXGPNIJGHIJPLIVVIXXJPQJGHI

RNIRnJJoTGINVRGMSITOdJGHIJWHRVWIXJRNIJGHRGĴOJGHIJIV\JPQJGHIJWPVXIVGJLINMP\JUZWH

PQJGHIJQIVWMV[J]MTTJHRSIJQRTTIVJMVGPJ\MXNILRMNJRV\J]MTTĴIJTMGGINMV[JGHIJ[NPZV\n

�IWRZXIJMGJMXJZVTMaITOJGHRGJ[PSINVUIVGJR[IVWMIXJ]MTTJHRSIJGHIJNIXPZNWIXJGPJLPTMWI

GHIJNIUPSRTJPQJGIULPNRNOJQIVWMV[dJGHIJlo���okeXJWPVGIVGMPVJMXJGHRG
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